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Sometimes quality of health can be explained by social and environmental experiences, such as where someone was 
born, lives, and learns. Resources that impact or enhance their lives are sometimes difficult to measure, record, and 
memorialize in electronic health recrods (EHRs). As the healthcare system transforms to a value-based model grounded 
on health outcomes, providers are challenged to improve how care is managed when assisting patients to recognize 
that some of the factors they experience socially might have an impact on their own personal health. These factors are 
called the social determinants of health (SDOH) and include information on their relatives (those that they live with or 
engage with most), languages that they read or speak, their safety, their access and availability to healthcare services, 
access to transportation and supportive services, their level of education and job training experience, nutritional food 
access, internet availability, and anything else that they might self-identify as impacting their daily life.

Many of these SDOH indicators impact the patient risk score, particularly if the patient has a chronic disease. The 
challenge is how to identify and capture these relevant SDOH elements within the risk stratification process or care 
management continuum without being overwhelmed by all the data. HSAG prepared this handout to guide you to better 
cancel out the noise.

SDOH are often categorized into the four categories of health behaviors, healthcare, socioeconomic 
factors, and physical environment. The University of Wisconsin Population Health Institute completed a 
literature review and found that when combined, health behaviors and socioeconomic factors contribute 
80 percent to an individual’s health.1

It would be easy to get lost in trying to determine which social data you should capture. Which social 
data attribute counts most towards personal health outcomes? What social data is available to you as a 
healthcare provider, and how will you capture and validate it? Only use data that improves the patient risk 
score. Consider updating this information at every patient encounter.

SDOH are not just noise or extra data

Not all social data captured is a social determinant

If you capture and identify a social attribute that is unfavorable to a patient’s personal health, understand 
that this element is part of a combined picture. Be sure to treat the whole patient. Physical environment 
and healthcare combined provide 20 percent each to a patient’s overall health.1 A single patient attribute 
by itself is not enough to understand the whole picture, for it is only a part of it.

Focus on more than just the individual social attributes captured

We know that patients are more than their risk stratification scores or chronic diseases. Their life 
experiences will impact their personal health. An accurate predictor of their health outcomes is not just 
hidden away in their clinical EHR. We must work to correlate the two data sets, socioeconomic and clinical/
medical data. For example, a high-income patient with hypertension is worsened if going through a divorce.

SDOH data is relevant for all patients

Start with understanding the SDOH impact on the communities and individuals that you serve to improve 
population health. Apply this guide to better collect SDOH data from your patients in an efficient and measured way.
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